Year 1 Long Term Plan
Term 2

Christmas/Winter
Poem
Building
vocabulary

Poetry

Non-Fiction

Shared/
Guided
Reading

Using lonely
beast text.
Word
detectives –
Features of a
book. Writing–
capital letters,
full stops.

Book of
Butterflies
Building on
inference skills.
Sharing nonfiction texts
about butterflies
and exploring the
features.

Sharing poems
and looking at
the style of
writing. Building
vocabulary.

Traditional and fairy
tales

Stories by the same author

Stories about fantasy worlds

Re-visit of narrative
through topic.
Writing a story
independently.

Exploring poetry –
pattern and rhyme

Easter poem linked with RE
work

Poems on a theme - Animal poems
– Linked to topic

Summer poem –
vocabulary building

Information textslinked to topic ‘We are
builders’

Instructions linked to topic

Recounts – We are on safari

Diary entry – as an
explorer

Vocabulary building –
Topic links. Exploring a
range of adjectives,
verbs and adverbs

Sharing non-fiction texts
and exploring the features.
Comprehension –
responding to questions.

Maths
Term 1
White Rose

Number - Place Value

Number – Addition and Subtraction

Term 2
Number – Addition and Subtraction

Term 3
White Rose

Number – Multiplication and
Division

Number - Fractions

Number – Place Value
(To include multiples of 2, 5 and 10)

Geometry –
position
and
direction

White Rose

Number – Place Value

Information
about
explorers.
Answering
questions from
text.

Comprehension
responding to
questions from a
variety of genres

Sharing stories
about fantasy
worlds

Number – Place Value

Measurement
– Length and
Height

Measurement
- Money

Measurement –
Weight and Volume

Time

Consolidation

Text: Book of
Butterflies
Narrative

Term 3

Consolidation

Text: The
Lonely Beast
Unit
P3: Narrative

Consolidation

Narrative

Term 1

Geometry shape

Literacy

Topic

Term 1 - We are alive

Term 2 – We are master builders

History

How have houses and shops changed?
Fieldwork in the Local area
My school and my local area – Walk around trip

Term 3 – We are Explorers

Main Topic Focus - Cross-curricular links should be explored through all topics
Geography

Buildings in Manchester old and new
Buildings in Manchester – Trip to the Lowry
Comparing buildings in London and Sydney
Materials and their
Seasonal changes
properties

Science

Animals and Humans

Seasonal changes

Music
(on system/
Internet)

Charanga
Hey You
Number crunchers song.
Maths counting songs.

Christmas Performance
Charanga
Rhythm in the way we
walk

Charanga
In the Grove

Charanga
Round and Round

ICT
(on system)

We are TV chefs
Filming a recipe

We are storytellers
Producing a talking book

We are personal
trainers graphs

We are celebrating
Creating a card

Describing feelings
To learn about fairness,
kindness and right and
wrong

Healthy lifestyles
including dental
health
To identify and
respect similarities
and differences

To learn about family
networks and where to
go to get help
To learn that people’s
bodies and feeling can
be hurt

PSHE

Healthy lifestyles
Medicines
Communicating feelings

Relationships and belonging

Influential explorers (people in history)
Where did we explore? (continents)
Animals and plants

Seasonal changes

Charanga
Your imagination

Charanga
Reflect, rewind, replay

We are treasure
hunters
Moving around maps
To learn about growing
and changing
To learn the names of
the main parts of the
body
To learn about
different types of
teasing and bullying

We are gardeners
Simulating plant growth
To recognise their
responsibility to keep
themselves and others
safe
To learn the differences
between secrets and
surprises

E-safety, Anti- bullying and Restorative approaches are embedded within the curriculum as well as being focus lessons/topics throughout the year.
PE
(PE
Passport)

Dance – Puppets
Gym – Gymnastic Skills 1
Games – Invasion Games

Dance – Link to music
unit
Gym - Gymnastic Skills 2
Games - Invasion Games

Art and
D/T

Self portrait
Baking – ingredients for a
good relationship

Landscapes
Stain Glass Windows
Christmas card design

RE
(Stockport
SOW)

Who is a Christian and what do they
believe?
How and why do we celebrate sacred
times? Christmas

Dance – Hustle and
Bustle in the city
Gym – Pathways
Games - Movement
Skills
Design a new
building for
Manchester (3D
sculpture)

What makes some places sacred?

Dance – Seasons
Gym – Pathways
Games - Net and Wall

Dance – Explorer
dance
Gym – Balancing
Games – Athletics

Dance – Explorer dance
Gym – Rolling and
Balancing
Games – Striking and
fielding

City scape printing
linked to seasonal
changes

Making Maps
Making compasses out
of clay

American style menu –
Sloppy Joe and American
Pancakes

How and why do we celebrate
sacred times? Easter

What does it mean to belong to faith
community?

